Thinking about adding a 3-unit late-start course? All 10-week courses are supported by Supplemental Instruction (SI). SI is a free service that provides weekly course-specific study sessions. SI Leaders have previously excelled in the course, attend weekly classes alongside students, and meet with professors to ensure SI sessions cover important concepts. Students who attend SI sessions develop test-prep strategies, focus on writing strategies, and/or discuss readings.

**ASTR 170B1 | Instructor: Don McCarthy**

**The Physical Universe** - This course presents an introduction to the science of Astronomy placed in the broader context of the physical sciences. Our survey of the Universe will include our current understanding of our Solar System, stars, the Milky Way Galaxy, other galaxies, and the large-scale structure and evolution of the Universe. We will also cover the basic principles of physics, chemistry, and geology needed to interpret astronomical observations. The application of the scientific method will be emphasized throughout the course.

**TuTh 9:30 - 10:45 a.m.**

**LAS 150B1 | Instructor: Kathleen Obrien**

**Modern Latin America: Race, Rights and Revolutions** - An interdisciplinary introduction to the people, place and cultures of Latin America and to the political, economic and social institutions and conditions of the region. Social Interactions and Relationships - The course examines how and why environmental quality, economic development, living conditions, democracy, migration, trade, religion and US policy vary across different countries and social sectors.

**Main Lecture: MW 11 - 11:50 a.m.**

**Discussion Sections: F (multiple times available)**

**NSC 170C1 | Instructor: Natalia Santos**

**Nutrition, Food and You** - Only for students who have not taken NSC 101 (Introduction to Human Nutrition). Nutrition, Food and You covers the principles of human nutrition. Topics include digestion, absorption, metabolism, vitamins, minerals, life cycle nutrition and food safety.

**MWF 9 - 9:50 a.m.**

**RELI 150B1 | Instructor: Daisy Vargas**

**Religion and Popular Culture** - This course provides an introduction to the study of Religion and Popular Culture in modern societies. We will study what constitutes “religion” and how definitions of religion change over time. We will examine the ways popular culture becomes “religious” and how religious institutions reflect popular taste and opinion.

**MWF 10 - 10:50 a.m.**

**SPAN 160C1 | Instructor: Edgard Ore-Gíron**

**The Arts and Politics in Latin America** - A study of the interrelationships between cultural forms and their socio-historical contexts in the development of Latin America from pre-colonial times to the present.

**TuTh 2 - 3:20 p.m.**